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1) Inflation Factor:  This factor is used to calculate the annual inflation protection option that, 

by law, is offered to subscribers.  The inflation factor for Calendar Year 2023 is 14.5%, as 

calculated by using the most recent 12 months of data from the US Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, Producer Price Indexes (PPI), Residential Construction Tables. 

 
 

2023 Inflation Factor Calculation 

          10/01/2022                          10/01/2021                                                    Inflation Factor 
             315.0                 -                  275.0             X      100                =                    14.5 % 
                                    275.0 
                                  10/01/2020 

 
 

10 YEAR MSI INFLATION FACTOR HISTORY 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 

3.9% 2.0% 0.0% 0.6% 4.1% 7.0% 0.0% 2.0% 18.5%     14.5% 

 
 

2) Premium Rates:  Maintain the premium rates for Residential and Non-Residential policies 
at the same rate as follows:  first $5,000 @ $0.0010/dollar and subsequent coverage @ 
$0.00025/dollar.  Senior citizens discount remains at a 10% on their primary residence.   

 
3) Claim Payment Deductibles:  No change is recommended to the current deductible, which 

the Board has established at $0. 
 

4) Incidental Costs:  No changes are proposed for the calculations of incidental cost payments.   
 

5) Commission Rate:  No change is proposed to the commission rate that is used to determine 
the compensation paid to insurance producers for the sale of MSI policies, which is one half 
of the first year’s premium. 
 

6) Coverage Limits:  Maintain the existing limits of $1,000,000 for both residential and non-
residential policies.                                                                                                                                               
 

7) Loan and Grant Funding Limit:  The limit for FY 2023 shall be $1,254,849.  The “Loan 
and Grant Funding Limit” formula, as established in 25 Pa. Code Chapter 401, is one percent 
of the “Unreserved Fund Balance” (0.01 x $125,484,862).  NOTE:  For the purpose of this 
calculation, the “Unreserved Fund Balance” is not reduced by the amount of “Reserves in 
Lieu of Reinsurance” as it is in the “Financial Performance” documents provided by the 
Comptroller’s Office.  At the time when the “Loan and Grant Funding Limit” formula was 
developed, the “Unreserved Fund Balance” included the funds that are retained as “Reserves 
in Lieu of Reinsurance.”  See the Budget Detail, Attachment 6, for proposed loan and grant 
spending for FY 2022. 
 

8) Reserves in Lieu of Reinsurance:  No change is proposed to the range of factors that are 
used to calculate the amount of reserves to be held in lieu of the purchase of reinsurance.  



The MSI Board has established that reserve factors within a range of $4.44 to $12.95 per 
$1,000 of “Underwritten Coverage” be used to maintain “Reserves in Lieu of Reinsurance” 
at levels that result in “Unreserved Fund Balances” of about $1 million.  Rounded to the 
nearest penny, the factor used at the end of FY 2020 was $8.18, which is well within the 
established range. 
 

9) Premium Distribution:  A premium distribution is not proposed. 
 

10) Evaluation of MSI Claims for Fiscal Year 2021:  Annual report requested by the Board to 
evaluate and summarize MSI claim investigations.  See attached MSI Claims for FY 2021. 
 

11) Legislature Report Fiscal Year 2021:  Annual report required by the Act of August 23, 
1961 (P.I. 1068 No. 484).  See attached MSI Program Summary Report Fiscal Year 2021. 
 

12) Corporate Governance Annual Disclosure (CGAD):  CGAD letter in lieu of disclose 
form.  See attached CGAD letter.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Evaluation of MSI Claims Opened During Fiscal Year 2021 
Prepared by: 

Richard H. Palmer, P.E. 
Chief, Mine Subsidence Section 

California District Office 
 
Introduction 
 
This report was prepared in response to the Mine Subsidence Insurance (MSI) Board’s request to 
evaluate and summarize investigated MSI claims.  The Board originally requested this evaluation during 
the January 2018 annual board meeting.  Since then the report is prepared on an annual basis and 
provided to the MSI Board.  All MSI claims opened during Fiscal Year 2021 (July 1, 2021  June 30, 
2022) were reviewed in detail.  The MSI engineering reports prepared for each investigated claim were 
summarized and that data used to compile this report. 
 
Background 
 
One hundred and ninety-eight (198) claims were opened with the MSI Fund during FY 2021.   A claim is 
considered ‘opened’ when a policyholder contacts the California District Office (CDO) and indicates that 
he or she wishes to file an MSI claim.  At that time, a Damage Claim Form is sent to the policyholder via 
email and/or US Mail.  Once the damage claim form is returned, the claim investigation process 
commences.  The MSI Program’s claim investigation process includes but is not limited to:  a detailed 
review of available mining information, review of past issues in the area, and a structure investigation 
conducted by a licensed professional engineer and/or a subsidence investigator (unlicensed engineer).  
All investigations are conducted by a licensed professional engineer or under the responsible charge of a 
licensed professional engineer. 
 
The following table summarizes the status of all claims opened in FY 2021. 

 
Denied Claims 154 

Supported Claims 15 
Investigation Ongoing 1 

Claims Abandoned by policyholder 24 
Claims Withdrawn by policyholder 4 

Total Claims Opened 198 
 

• Denied Claims – Claimed and/or observed damages were not covered by terms of the insuring 
agreement.  The damages were not caused by mine subsidence or an unexpected breakout of 
mine water during the policy period.  Further explanation of denied claims is provided in the 
Discussion section of this report. 

 
• Supported Claims – Claimed and/or observed damages were covered by terms of the insuring 

agreement. 
 

• Investigation Ongoing – MSI’s investigation is still ongoing.  A final decision for the claim has not 
been made. 
 



• Claim Withdrawn by policyholder – The policyholder requested either verbally or in writing that 
their claim be withdrawn.  A claim investigation was not conducted. 

 
• Claim Abandoned by policyholder – The policyholder failed to return the Damage Claim Form. 

The claim was closed without investigation. 
 
 
Discussion 
 
The total number of claims investigated during Fiscal Year 2021 were approximately 18 percent lower 
than in Fiscal Year 2020 (170 claims versus 207 claims), and the total number of claims opened during 
the same period decreased approximately 17 percent (198 claims versus 238 claims). The following 
discussed the details associated with the various claim statuses. 
 
Abandoned or Withdrawn Claims 
 
Of the 198 claims opened with the MSI Fund in FY 2021, 28 (or 14%) of the claims opened were either 
abandoned or withdrawn by the policyholder.  Policyholders abandoned or withdrew their claims for 
various reasons.  Some of these reasons include no longer wishing to proceed with a claim, further 
discussion with MSI staff alleviated their initial concerns, and no further communication from the 
policyholder to the MSI program. 
 
As noted by the figures, policyholders simply failed to return their damage claim form in 24 cases and 
their claim was considered Abandoned.  This does not prevent the policyholder from filing a new claim.  
The Insuring Agreement requires that policyholders return the Damage Claim Form within 60 days of 
receipt.  However, as a business practice and courtesy to policyholders, MSI routinely provides 
policyholders at least 120 days to return Damage Claim Forms before a claim is considered Abandoned.   
 
Subtracting the abandoned and withdrawn claims, Damage Claim Forms were received and claim 
investigations were conducted for 170 claims opened during FY 2021.   
 
Open Claims 
 
One (1) claim opened during FY 2021 remains under investigation.   
 
Supported Claims 
 
Fifteen (15) claims were supported during FY 2021.  This is approximately nine (9) percent of all claims 
investigated.  The damages observed by MSI investigators were covered by terms of the insuring 
agreement, i.e., the damages were caused by mine subsidence or were the result of a sudden, 
unexpected outbreak of mine drainage during the policy period.  Supported claims also include cases 
where, in the professional judgement of the investigator, subsidence cannot be ruled out as a possible 
cause of the damage.  As such, the ‘benefit of the doubt’ is given to the policyholder and the claim is 
supported. 
 
 
 
 



Denied Claims 
 
One hundred fifty-four (154) claims were denied during FY 2021.  This amounts to 78% of the total 
claims opened (198) or 90% of the total claims investigated (170).  In all 154 cases, the claimed damages 
and observed issues were not due to mine subsidence damage (or damage related to a mine water 
breakout) that occurred during the policy period.   
 
Review of the engineering reports for each claim revealed the following: 
 

• In 153 of the denied claims, the investigator determined problems were not related to mine 
subsidence. 

• In 1 denied claim, at least some of the claimed damages were unrepaired damages from a 
previous claim. 

 
Undermined buildings are at risk of damage from mine subsidence and mine subsidence damage can be 
severe.  However, there are numerous factors, unrelated to mine subsidence, that can cause damage to 
a building and many are far more common than mine subsidence.  Some common causes of damage 
observed by MSI engineers and investigators, unrelated to mine subsidence, include:  
 

• Lateral earth pressure. 
• Poor surface water drainage conditions. 
• Improperly routed downspouts. 
• Structural fatigue. 
• Corrosion of window lintels due to age and/or lack of maintenance. 
• Expansion of concrete subbase. 
• Shrinking and swelling of soils due to changing moisture conditions. 
• Slope instability. 
• Poor construction practices. 
• Inadequate main beam support. 
• Construction on fill and/or poor soils. 

 
Often, there are multiple non-subsidence related factors damaging a home.  Poor drainage conditions 
can exacerbate lateral earth pressure problems or lead to slope instability.  Many older buildings exhibit 
signs of structure fatigue (sagging) that can be compounded by inadequate beam support.  As illustrated 
by the statistics comparing denied claims versus claims investigated, most buildings MSI investigates are 
experiencing damages not related to mine subsidence.   
 
There is no monetary cost or risk for policyholders to file an MSI claim.  An MSI claim denial does not 
prevent policyholders from filing future claims.  Policyholders often make statements to MSI staff like, “I 
just wanted to have someone inspect the damages” or “I just wanted to make sure it was not 
subsidence”.    
 
MSI commonly receives claims filed by homeowners at the recommendation of contractors.   
Homeowners routinely engage contactors to assess existing damages within their homes.  Contractors 
may be unsure of the cause of the damages and suggest that homeowners file a claim with MSI.  Mine 
subsidence damage investigations are a specialized discipline within engineering.  MSI staff are trained 
and experienced in conducting these investigations.  Generally, homeowners, contractors, and many 



other engineers are not trained or familiar with subsidence investigations and are unsure of the 
movement patterns and damages indicative of mine subsidence.  This can lead to homeowner 
uncertainty regarding the cause of damages in their home.  MSI engineers and investigators determine if 
the damages are related to mine subsidence, and if not, often assist homeowners with finding the cause 
of the damages. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
The MSI fund conducts complete engineering investigations by experienced licensed professional 
engineers or under the responsible charge of an experienced licensed professional engineer.  The 
percent of denied claims during FY 2021 was 78% of all opened claims and 90% of all investigated claims.  
The FY 2021 percentages are in-line with the previously analyzed FY 2020 percentages of 79% and 91%, 
and MSI’s experience in investigating mine subsidence damage claims.  Most of the structures 
investigated do not have mine subsidence damage.  Numerous other and more common factors cause 
most of the damages the MSI program observes. 
As noted above the number of claims opened and investigated during Fiscal Year 2021 have decreased 
over those opened and investigated during Fiscal Year 2020.  It is anticipated that the number of claims 
opened and investigated during Fiscal Year 2022 will remain similar to the numbers of claims processed 
in previous fiscal years. 
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REPORT 
 

Purpose and Authority 
There is a great potential for mine subsidence in Pennsylvania and more than a million 

structures are located over or near mine voids. Mine subsidence events cause millions of 

dollars of damage to properties in Pennsylvania annually. In spite of this, damage caused by 

mine subsidence was excluded from standard property and casualty insurance coverage 

(homeowner policies) in the late 1950s. The primary reason for the exclusion was because 

the private insurance industry was unable to independently offer mine subsidence coverage 

at affordable premiums.  

 

The financial security of individuals and the economic vitality of communities are adversely 

affected if coverage against a known risk cannot be affordably purchased. Real estate values 

will become depressed as loans collateralized by real estate, which normally require 

insurance to cover physical damage as a condition of the mortgage, become unavailable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Example of a structure in Pennsylvania damaged by mine subsidence. 
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The Coal and Clay Mine Subsidence Insurance (MSI) Fund (Fund), Program (Program) and 

Board (Board) were created by the Act of August 23, 1961 (P.L.1068 No. 484), as amended, 

(52 P.S. §§ 3201-3225) (Act). They were established to provide the owners of structures 

located in Pennsylvania with a reliable and affordable source of compensation for losses 

caused by mine subsidence, which is movement of the earth’s surface that results from the 

collapse of underground coal and clay mines. 

 

 

The Fund is proprietary and must be used exclusively for the payment of claims and the 

administration of the Program. It consists of pools of monies that are retained and invested by 

the State Treasury. Sufficient balances are maintained in the Fund to pay for the 

administration of the Program, to compensate subscribers for insured losses and to provide 

prudent reserves against potential catastrophic losses. The Program is implemented through 

the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), which maintains a repository of 

underground mine maps and has the geological and mining engineering expertise to 

affordably investigate mine subsidence damage claims. DEP has also developed the 

capabilities needed to economically operate the Program using contemporary technology. 

The Board consists of the Secretary of DEP as chair and the Insurance Commissioner and 

State Treasurer as members. Collectively the Board has the authority and expertise to 

establish policies that provide for the efficient and effective administration of the Program and 

the financial expertise to manage the Fund. 

 

Overview 
Together, the Fund, Program, and Board successfully implement the purposes set forth in the 

Act. Since its inception in 1961, the Fund has always provided a reliable and affordable 

source of compensation for insured losses. By the close of business in State Fiscal 

 

There is great potential for mine subsidence in Pennsylvania 
and more than A MILLION structures are located over or near 
mine voids. 
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Year 2021 - 20221, claim payments made by the Fund throughout its history had exceeded 

$37.6 million. The Fund is financially solvent and normally maintains a positive cash flow. 

Independent actuarial consultants estimate that its reserves are sufficient to cover both 

routine and extraordinary losses. 

 

 

It is the objective of DEP to fulfill its mandate to administer the Program by delivering prompt, 

efficient, economic and courteous service to the MSI customers. These services are primarily 

provided by the DEP staff who process applications, create policies, print payment notices, 

renew subscriptions, process claims, promote coverage and manage customer accounts. In 

addition to those efforts, contributions to the operations of the Program are also made by the 

producers who submit applications and are expected to promote coverage. Other 

commonwealth agencies also support the objectives of the Program. The Department of 

General Services processes and mails payment notices, the Comptroller’s Office provides 

accounting services and other commonwealth agencies provide legal, technical, financial and 

administrative support. Contracted services also contribute to MSI’s operations. Qualified 

actuarial firms provide the Board with financial analysis and reports that are used to evaluate 

premium rates, policy coverage and other financial aspects of coverage and operations. 

Engineering and technical services, as well as property inspection and valuation services, are 

also acquired from third parties, as needed, to assist with the processing of policy 

applications and the investigating of damage claims. 

 

 
1 Throughout the remainder of this report, Pennsylvania State Fiscal Years (FY) are identified by the year in 
which they begin and run from July 1 through June 30. 

 

Since its inception in 1961, the Fund has always provided a 
RELIABLE AND AFFORDABLE source of compensation for 
insured losses. By the close of business in State Fiscal Year 
2020-2021, claim payments had exceeded $37 MILLION. 
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Coverage Availability 
MSI coverage is available for virtually all structures at risk from damage caused by the 

collapse of underground coal or clay mine voids, even for most structures with preexisting 

damages. The only structures not eligible for coverage are those that have existing damage 

that exceeds the value of coverage, those that have existing damages that cause a structure 

to be unsafe for occupation or use, or those that are actively being damaged. The Fund also 

does not insure a structure if it is so badly damaged that the cost of repairs would exceed the 

coverage limit because the policy would have no value. However, if the Fund determines that 

extensive preexisting damages do not jeopardize the integrity of a structure and that the cost 

of repair would not exceed the value of the insurance coverage, then that structure is 

insurable if either the repairs required by the Fund are made prior to policy issuance or the 

cost of the repairs are estimated. If a claim is ever filed against that structure and the repairs 

have not been previously completed to the Fund’s requirements, the estimated cost of the 

preexisting damages will be adjusted for inflation and those damages will be excluded from 

the claim settlement. 

 

Structures that are in the process of being damaged are also potentially eligible for coverage 

once the subsidence event ends. They are then subject to the same eligibility requirements to 

which all other structures are subject, including the stabilization of the structure, if it is 

deemed necessary by the Fund. 

 

Premium Rate Reduction and Increase in Coverage 
In August 2020, an independent actuarial study was completed by Taylor-Walker Consulting 

Actuaries on the Fund.  Their conclusion, “…the Fund is in good financial health, but also has 

opportunities to sustain growth through improved practices.  To this end, we recommend that 

PDEP consider some combinations of increasing policy limits and reducing premium rates”.  

With this recommendation DEP requested from the Mine Subsidence Insurance Board 

(Board) at its January 14, 2021 meeting that premium rates be cut in half and that the 

coverage limit be increased from $500,000 to $1,000,000.  The Board unanimously approved 

the recommendation to take effect July 1,2021.    
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Figure 2. Example of a structure in Pennsylvania damaged by mine subsidence. 

Cost of Coverage and Claim Data Summaries 
MSI coverage is affordable for almost all property owners. A comparison of premium rates to 

claim amounts is provided in Figure 3. The average premium per $1,000 of coverage has 

remained stable between FY 2011 and FY 2020 while FY 2021 is reduced by half because of 

the premium reduction.  Even with this reduction it is constantly higher than the average claim 

per $1,000 of coverage, which ensures Fund solvency over the long term.  

 

Coverage becomes less expensive as policy values increase because premium rates for the 

first $5,000 in coverage are slightly higher than for coverage purchased beyond that amount. 

This practice evenly distributes the administrative costs of creating and renewing coverage to 

all policies at all subscription levels. The cost of coverage is expected to continue to decrease 

as policy amounts increase, which should occur as property values increase and repair costs 

escalate. 

 

The number of claims filed historically has remained relatively consistent (Figure 4). Only a 

small fraction of the claims investigated are supported (Figure 5). During this report period, 

the dollar amounts associated with supported claims reduced from previous FYs.                     
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It is important to note that the decrease may not represent the final total amount for claims 

paid. There is some lag time between when a claim is filed and ultimately paid. Because of 

this, FY claims totals can increase from one report to the next if, for example, FY 2021 claims 

are paid in FY 2022. The overall trend is driven by bituminous claims (Figure 6). 

 

 
Figure 3. Comparison of premium rates to claims. FY 2021 highlighted in light blue. 
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                 Figure 4. Number of claims filed. FY 2021 highlighted in light blue. 
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          Figure 5. Number of supported claims. FY 2021 highlighted in light blue. 
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              Figure 6. Claims paid in dollars.  FY 2021 highlighted in light blue. 
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Structures at Risk, Subscriptions and Market Perceptions 
The Program estimates that there are more than one million structures in Pennsylvania that 

could be damaged by mine subsidence. Between the end of FY 2011 and 2021, the number 

of structures insured has risen from 56,658 to 62,101 (between 6.0% and 6.2% of the total 

structures at risk). Total policies in force have been decreasing since the peak of 63,508 at 

the end of FY 2018. These data suggest that the majority of losses caused by mine 

subsidence continue to be borne by individual property owners and not the Fund. Surveys 

conducted by the Program demonstrate that most property owners in the mining regions are 

knowledgeable of mine subsidence and of the availability of inexpensive MSI coverage. 

However, of those surveyed who owned property at risk and did not purchase coverage, most 

stated that they chose not to purchase coverage because they believed the risk of loss to be 

minimal. Historical data support that the probability of a subsidence event is low, but the cost 

to repair damages is often high. 

 

 

Promoting MSI Coverage 
To promote the availability of low cost mine subsidence insurance and to overcome the 

perception that coverage is unnecessary, information about the need for and availability of 

MSI coverage is provided to property owners on an ongoing basis and from many sources. 

Most of the marketing now conducted by DEP encourages property owners to purchase 

coverage directly form the Program, but DEP also continues with efforts that encourage 

insurance producers to promote MSI coverage to their customers. 

 

MSI coverage has been promoted through mass and direct marketing campaigns, press 

releases, public service announcements, website enhancement and through notifications sent 

directly to property owners. In addition, DEP also leverages social media (Twitter, Facebook 

and others) to raise awareness regarding MSI coverage availability. The MSI Program 

website, which is continually updated, also provides extensive information about underground 

 

Historical data support that the probability of a subsidence 
event is low, but THE COST TO REPAIR DAMAGES IS 
OFTEN HIGH. 
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mining, mine subsidence, the need for MSI coverage and, for added convenience, provides 

MSI’s toll free number, 800.922.1678. 

 

To consistently inform those acquiring real property in Pennsylvania of the potential of mine 

subsidence, a notice of the potential for subsidence is contained in deeds that convey real 

property interests. Other notices of mine subsidence and damage are required in real estate 

disclosure forms, which document the condition of a property at the time it is offered for sale. 

These notices help to ensure that property owners consider coverage at the time they first 

acquire their properties. 

 

In addition to DEP’s efforts to promote the program, some producers promote MSI coverage 

directly to their customers. 

 

Insurance Producer Contributions to the Program 
Many of the roughly 2,500 contemporary insurance producers (agents and brokers) working 

in the mining regions of Pennsylvania have registered to sell MSI. In contrast to this, 

producers were not involved in MSI sales for more than 40 years. The slow development that 

finally led to producer involvement in MSI sales has resulted in circumstances where MSI 

sales programs do not comprise a significant portion of most company income. Previous 

surveys of producers have also suggested that they do not promote MSI coverage because 

they believe that the potential for loss is minimal. Another disincentive for producers is that 

with reduced premiums come reduced commissions. In spite of these disincentives, 

producers have played a consistent role in selling policies – anywhere between one-fifth to 

nearly one-half of the new policies created over the last 10 years were created by producers. 

That number, however, has declined over time but has remained constant over the last four 

FYs (Figure 7). 

 

 

Producers have played a consistent role in selling policies – 
anywhere between 20% TO NEARLY 50% OF THE NEW 
POLICIES CREATED IN THE LAST DECADE WERE 
CREATED BY PRODUCERS. 
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Figure 7. Policy creation statistics and percentage of policies developed by  

insurance producers. FY 2021 highlighted in light blue. 

 

Statistical/Financial Summary 
The statistical and financial information summarized in Figure 8 demonstrates the Fund’s 

operational and financial performance over the last eleven FYs, with the specific period for 

this report (FY 2021) highlighted in light blue. During this time, the Fund has been financially 

sound. It has met all its loss obligations, paid all administrative costs and provided for all 

continually increasing reserve requirements.  

 

During the last eleven years, the number of annual subscriptions has ranged between 56,658 

and 63,508, while the underwritten value of coverage has steadily risen, from about 

$9.23 billion in FY 2011 to $15.19 billion in FY 2021. Although the number of underwritten 

policies decreased between FY 2018 and FY 2020, the underwritten coverage continued to 

increase over that same period. The unreserved fund balance has remained stable at or near 

approximately $1 million since FY 2015. 
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Figure 8. Fund’s operational and financial performance 

over the last eleven FYs.  

 

 

Commitment to Continual Improvement 
The Board and DEP continually evaluate the performance of the Fund and the operations of 

the Program to assure that reliable, low-cost coverage is being delivered to subscribers. DEP 

surveys both property owners and insurance producers to assure that the services they need 

are being provided. Systems and services are then developed or modified to respond to those 

needs and to enhance the delivery of services. Actuarial studies by independent and expert 

third parties are conducted, as needed, so that the Board has the information it needs to 

provide subscribers with the lowest possible premium rates and the highest limits of coverage 

that can be offered while still safeguarding the solvency of the Fund. 

 

DEP will continue to directly inform property owners of mine subsidence, the damage it can 

cause, and the need for MSI coverage. Significant among those efforts are the notices that 

DEP mails directly to owners of structures that have been determined to be at risk from 

damage caused by mine subsidence. Direct mailings remain a cost-effective way to deliver 

 

The unreserved fund balance between FY 2016 and FY 2020 
has remained stable at approximately $1 MILLION. 
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the notices. Website enhancements and the use of social media will also remain tools utilized 

by the agency to conduct Program outreach. 

 

Conclusion 
The Fund continues to meet its mandate to provide a reliable source of affordable coverage 

against losses caused by the collapse of underground coal and clay mines. At the end of 

FY 2021, there were 62,101 policies in force and the cost of coverage had fallen to an 

average premium of about 25 cents per $1,000 of coverage. 

 

The Fund is operationally and financially capable of insuring all structures at risk, and is 

continuing to develop systems that will more efficiently and economically support those 

capabilities. However, the vast majority of the more than one million structures that are 

estimated to be at risk in Pennsylvania remain uninsured. As a result, the costs to repair most 

mine subsidence losses are paid by uninsured individuals.  

 

The Fund also continues to be financially sound. Only catastrophic mine subsidence losses of 

a magnitude that have never been experienced and are not anticipated in Pennsylvania could 

jeopardize the Fund’s solvency. From a business perspective, it doesn’t make sense for the 

Fund to provide financial assurance against such remote potential losses, as premiums would 

become unaffordable. 

 

Combining the resources and abilities of the Program to manage claims and provide 

affordable coverage with the ability of producers to deliver MSI coverage to customers in 

niche markets creates the potential for significantly increasing MSI subscriptions and 

reducing the number of uninsured losses. DEP will continue to leverage various, modern and 

fiscally responsible tools to educate the general public regarding mine subsidence risks and 

promote the MSI Program. 
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APPENDIX – BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
AND ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 
 

MSI Fund 
The Fund was created by an Act of Pennsylvania’s legislature in 1961 (MSI Act or Act) to 

address the need for a reliable and affordable source of insurance against financial losses 

resulting from the movement of the earth’s surface caused by the collapse of underground 

coal and clay mines. There are over 1 million structures in Pennsylvania that are located 

above abandoned coal and clay mines. The subsidence of those mines causes millions of 

dollars of property damage each year. In the late 1950s the private insurance industry 

excluded mine subsidence from standard property and casualty insurance coverage because 

the industry could not economically investigate claims and therefore could not provide 

affordable coverage. 

 

Mine subsidence is highly unpredictable and the damage it causes can be very costly to 

repair. The absence of mine subsidence coverage exposed property owners and lenders to 

financial losses and negatively impacted the financial stability of individuals as well as the 

economic vitality of the coal regions. The Pennsylvania General Assembly created the Fund 

in 1961 to provide a reliable source of affordable coverage against losses caused by 

subsidence resulting from the collapse of underground coal and clay mines. It is a proprietary 

fund that can only be used to pay claims and the costs of administering the Program. 

 

MSI Board 
The MSI Act also established the Board to oversee the administration of the Fund. The Board 

is comprised of the heads of three departments of state government or their designees. The 

Secretary of the Department of Environmental Protection chairs the Board and the Insurance 

Commissioner and Treasurer are members. The Board establishes provisions of the 

insurance policy, promulgates regulations, and establishes premium rates, which are to 

adequate to provide reserves sufficient to maintain the solvency of the Fund. 
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The expertise provided by the Board members and their staffs contributes greatly to the 

economic and efficient operations of the Fund and Program. The Insurance Department 

contributes actuarial and insurance policy expertise. The Treasury, the mandated custodian 

of the Fund, invests the Fund’s reserves. DEP is mandated to administer the Program. It 

contributes mining expertise that allows for the economical investigation of damage claims 

and provides operational support, especially from its computer aided systems, which further 

provides for the economical administration of the Program. 

 

MSI Program 
In addition to the Fund and Board, the MSI Act also created the Program within the state’s 

Bureau of Mines and its successor organizations, now DEP. The mining expertise and other 

mining program resources, such as underground mining maps and GIS provided by DEP are 

used by the Program to economically and efficiently manage its operations. Using these 

resources, DEP is able to minimize the costs associated with investigating claims, processing 

applications, maintaining policy records and renewing coverage, which thereby allows the 

Fund to offer coverage at very affordable rates. 

 

Mine Map Grant (MMG) Program 
DEP’s MMG Program funds the processing of historical paper maps into electronic or digital 

records that can be easily stored, retrieved and used to conduct analyses. Those digital maps 

are valuable to MSI application processing operations because they provide the information 

needed for the applicants to determine if they need coverage. The MMG provides funds to 

learning institutions and incorporated nonprofit organizations to process, restore, scan, 

georeference and digitize mine maps. The electronic maps that result from this work contain 

features that are identified in coordinate systems. That information is then processed using 

GIS with other spatially related information to produce maps with both underground mine and 

surface features (roads, rivers, streams, railroads, etc.). That GIS application instantaneously 

identifies structures that need MSI coverage, a service which is vital to the modern method of 

providing coverage through the internet. 
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 
DEP has developed significant GIS infrastructure and capabilities. Because the agency 

regulates aspects of the environment that encompass air, land, water and minerals, DEP’s 

GIS not only contains standard geographically referenced information, such as roads, 

streams, rivers, railroads and other surface information, but also information related to 

subsurface conditions, including mining data. Using DEP’s GIS to correlate the location of a 

structure on the earth’s surface with the subsurface location of mine voids is an extremely 

efficient and economical way to determine if a structure needs MSI coverage. Making the GIS 

available to the public as part of the MSI application instantaneously provides property 

owners with a visual representation of the information they need to determine if MSI coverage 

should be purchased. 

 

Programs in Other States 
Pennsylvania was the first state to establish a mine subsidence insurance fund. Seven other 

states subsequently established such funds. Some states mandate coverage for all structures 

that are at risk and have achieved universal or near universal coverage for all structures at 

risk. Pennsylvania allows property owners to choose the purchase of coverage. 

 

eResources 
• MSI Program Webpage: 

https://www.dep.pa.gov/Citizens/MSI/Pages/default.aspx 
 

• MSI Program StoryMap: 

https://gis.dep.pa.gov/pamsi/index.html 

 

• MSI Program Risk Evaluation Tool: 

https://gis.dep.pa.gov/msiRisk/ 

 

• MSI Board: 

https://www.dep.pa.gov/PublicParticipation/AdvisoryCommittees/Mining/CCMSIB/Pages/d
efault.aspx 
 

 

https://www.dep.pa.gov/Citizens/MSI/Pages/default.aspx
https://gis.dep.pa.gov/pamsi/index.html
https://gis.dep.pa.gov/msiRisk/
https://www.dep.pa.gov/PublicParticipation/AdvisoryCommittees/Mining/CCMSIB/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.dep.pa.gov/PublicParticipation/AdvisoryCommittees/Mining/CCMSIB/Pages/default.aspx
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